The Importance of Green Flat in Your Garden and Ways to Ensure the Quality of the Required Grass
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Who among us can deny the magic of the red carpet at international festivals and very important events, I think no one can deny and with the same undeniable magic also enjoyed by the green carpet that adorns our gardens.

The garden, whether small or large, is the most important element that gives the garden its elegance and attractiveness, it is the real value of the garden, you can imagine gardens without a green flat, how will the scene?

In the United States, 80% of homes have a green flat around the house because of its importance and presence, which gives the desired comparative advantage of tenants and buyers.

The grass has the ability to regenerate oxygen by cultivating it, in addition to soothing the surrounding atmosphere, and working to reduce the noise rate, albeit by a small percentage, as the green flat provides us with the right space for our children to play and have fun and we can also work our exercise sports without a step because of the benefit of the gospel Absorbing body trauma.

Here, in this newspaper aimed at benefiting readers, whether specialists, amateurs or those wishing to create a garden or owning gardens, we will summarize in our article the points to be taken into account when receiving the order of the grass before planting in the manner of sod rolls.

The grass must come in the form of rolls up to 1 meter long placed in a manner arranged and stacked on wooden drums and if the wooden drums are not available to avoid loading their price, it must be stacked in a tidy way in the transport car to ensure the quality of
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the rolls. Especially the edges of the lap and the absence of any rolled or perforated rolls as this negatively affects the healing of the green flat.
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*Figure 2*

How much should you download the rolls attached to the drums with specialized equipment and in the absence of wooden drums must be downloaded manually from hand to hand and not thrown from the car on the ground, as you should pay attention to the thickness of the layer of the grass by soil must be 5 cm on the condition that the soil layer should not be less 1.5 cm and must be sure The root area is free of any stones or roots damaged or dead.
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*Figure 3*

The required grass must be mowed in the nursery of the supplier and is not newly irrigated (irrigation is done at least 12 hours before mowing) and ensure the color of the grass is green and not the dark blue indicating the extreme thirst or yellow which indicates the cut of the nursery by more than 36 hours or more and that is not desirable.

It must be confirmed the type of the grass required and the extent to which it is suitable for the place of agriculture there are soft, coarse and middle, and there are also types of good to be cultivated in shady places, the novice specialists should be fully aware of these things where some owners of nurseries resort to mixing types of Cheap price with other types of price, do not allow mixing rate and for the owners of the gardens must agree with the engineer or contractor responsible for the type and name of the grass and provide you with real pictures of the desired type.
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Make sure that the received sands are free of pests and insects. And that one of the most dangerous scourges that affect the grass is the worms, whether green or black or other. Where the worm activates after sunset and feeds on the roots and legs and the affected places turn to brown in a short time.

But how to test the presence of a worm in the angel if not to you who are coming from the reality of experience.

All you have to do is take one or two rolls and put them on the ground in the planting situation i.e. to be individualized and bring a hose of water and irrigate them with so much irrigation that the water floats from above the edge. And look at it, if she's infected with the worms, you'll see a swarm of worms trying to escape out of the grass.

It is necessary to be free of weeds and the permissible limits for the presence of weeds is 1% for all kinds of grass. From experience there is only one type of the weeds that is not allowed to exist at all in the rolls of the grass, which is Cyperus rotundus that can take over your green flat in a short time and it is never allowed to exist in the grass. Although many of the specialized pesticides of Cyperus rotundus have been discovered, they do not eliminate it by its own proportions 100%. Exotic weeds are removed manually in the planting phase.